
Waste Management of Thermal Papers

It is important to identify the difference between the situation in Germany and other
European countries.

In Germany, the so-called “TA Community Waste” from May 14, 1993, states that paper
is to be collected separately and then taken to a recycling facility. According to these
regulations, no German waste disposal site is supposed to accept paper waste of any kind
(with the exception of special sites for paper waste that feed into the recycling circuit).
The reason for this, according to the “TA Community Waste”, is the desire to recycle
paper to the greatest possible extent, not in the dangers/risks/threat coming from paper at
the deposit sites. A IWL study (see enclosure) verifies that household amounts of thermal
paper that escapes the recycling process does not cause any ecological damage.

There are extensive publications in technical literature and sufficient practical experience
with/of the recycling of mixed papers containing thermal paper as well as pure thermal
paper waste.

Experience shows that e.g. a 2% share of thermal paper among the wastepaper will not
harm the final recycled product in any way. All larger recycling companies, but also
manufacturers of corrugated cardboard, are at this time using a so-called flotation
principle that can neutralize all chemicals coming from thermal papers. The thermal
paper share cannot be detected in the final product, since the paper attains the same
degree of whiteness as paper produced without any thermal paper.

What happens, if thermal papers get into the household garbage?

Experience shows that the quantitative share of thermal papers in household garbage is
far less than 1%, usually around 1 ‰.

Studies have shown that these amounts do not impose any threat to the environment,
when they get disposed in a waste deposit site (IWL study).

According to relevant studies, the ashes that are produced when pure thermal paper or
household waste containing thermal paper is burned are safe for the environment, and
correspond with the criteria for materials authorized to be deposited at a waste site, as
named in the “TA Community Waste”.

Enclosures:
IWL study from May, 1994
ISEGA release from November, 1990


